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Graduate Program

1 Executive Masters in Architecture (Advanced Design)

Year 3 
Semester 5
Residential Environment Studies

Semester 6
Thesis

Contents
Manipal School of Architecture and Planning
Department of Design - Interior & Fashion Design

Year 1  
Semester 1 
Architectural Design & Detailing - I 
Building Construction & Materials - I 
History Theory & Criticism - I
Architectural Representation - I
Environmental Science

Semester 2 
Architectural Design & Detailing - II 
Building Construction & Materials - II 
History Theory & Criticism - II
Architectural Representation - II
Structures - I
Climatology & Lab

Year 2 
Semester 3 
Architectural Design & Detailing - III 
Structural & Construction Systems - III
History Theory & Criticism - III
Architectural Representation - III
Structures - II
Landscape & Lab
Building Services - I

Semester 4
Architectural Design & Detailing - IV 
Structural & Construction Systems - IV
History Theory & Criticism - III
Architectural Representation - IV
Building Services - III
Principles of Sustainable Design
Creative Photography
Creative Fashion

Year 3 
Semester 5
Architectural Design & Detailing - V
Structural & Construction Systems - V
History of Built Environment - V
Working Drawing & Detailing - I
Project Management

Principles of Urban Design

Semester 6
Architectural Design & Detailing - VI 
Structural & Construction Systems - VI
Contemporary Built Environment
Working Drawing & Detailing - II
Principles of Housing & Economics
Research Techniques

Year 4 
Semester 7 
Urban Context Studio
Interior Design & Detailing
Thesis I - Inquiry
Advanced Landscape Design
Advanced Acoustics & Illumination
Advanced Building Services
Advanced Structures
Spatial Narratives

Semester 8
Thesis II - Project
Seminar
Tall Buildings
Product Design
Graphic Design
Digital Design
Set Design

Year 5 
Semester 9
Practical Training - I

Semester 10
Practical Training - II

Graduating Batch Thesis

Department of Architecture 
Undergraduate Program

2 Masters in Architecture -Urban Design Development

Year 2
Semester 3
Urban Design Studio – III
Sustainability Studio : Urban Ecology & EIA 
Urban Housing
Urban Sociology
Urban Transformations

Semester 4
Thesis
Detailing Studio : Street Furniture & Urban 
Landscape Detailing

Year 1
Semester 1
Urban Design Studio – I
Urban Design Hitsory and Theory 
Critical Debates in Urban Design 
and City Planning
Housing and Community Planning
Infrastructure and Transport Management
Research Methods

Semester 2
Urban Design Studio – II

15

207

79
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Department of Interior Design 
Undergraduate Program 229

Graduate Program 

1 Master in Architecture and Interior Design (MAID)

2 Masters in Interior Design (M.Des - Sustainable Design)

Year 1
Semester 1
Daylighting & Thermal Comfort 
Heat Transfer in Building
Green Buildings

Year 1
Semester 1
Interior Design Fundamentals – I
Design Components
History of World Art & Interior Design
Art & Design Fundamentals – I
Principal of Enivronmental Studies

Semester 2
Interior Design Fundamentals – II
Art & Design  Fundamentals – II
Design Components
History of Indian Art & Interior Design
Digital Modelling

Year 2
Semester 3
Interior Design – Residential
Product Design
 Eco Friendly Interiors
Spatial Narratives

Semester 4
Interior Design – Commercial 
Furniture Design
Interior Services – II
Advertising & Branding
Project Management
Advanced Computer Graphics

Year 3
Semester 5
Interior Design – Health Facilities 
Estimation and Specification
Research In Interiors
Furniture Design
Spatial Narratives
Design Journalism

Semester 6 
Representation Techniques
Professional Practice
Project Management
Financial Management
Advertising and Brand Management
Spatial Narratives
Design Journalism

Year 4 
Semester 7 
Hospitality Interiors

Semester 8 
Professional Training

Year 1
Semester 1
Design Studio - I
Material Exploration

Semester 2
Futuristic Residence
Integrated Services
Inter- Professional
Innovative Materials 

Year 2
Semester 3
Design Trends in Interior Design
Interior Design Thesis I

Year 1
Semester 1
Fashion Studio I
Fashion Illustration I
Visualization and Representation
History of Art, Design and Fashion I

Semester 2
Fashion Studio II
Fashion Illustration II
Fabric Studies I
History of Art, Design and Fashion II
Design Process

Year 2
Semester 3
Fashion Studio III 
Fabric Studies II
History of Art, Design, and Fashion III
Creative Textiles

Semester 4
Fashion Studio IV 
Draping
Material  Exploration
Fashion Styling
Knitwear
Styling and Photography

Department of Fashion Design 
Undergraduate Program

Year 3
Semester 5
Fashion Studio V
Apparel Production and Quality Control
Eco Chic
Creative Textiles
 
Semester 6
Fashion Forecasting 
Portfolio Development
Draping II

Year 4
Semester 7
Apparel Production Management
CAD 1
Fashion Styling

Graduate Program

Masters iof Arts (Fashion Management)

Year 1
Semester 1
Fashion Design – Women’s Wear
 
Semester 2
Fashion Design – Men’s and Children’s Wear
Fashion Trends and Forecasting
Visual Merchandising and Packagin

Year 2
Semester 3
Global Fashion Management
Fashion Styling
Advanced Digital Pattern Technique

283

265

275

337

Institutional Activities

Curricular, Co-curricular & Extra-curricular Activities 359
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Our Vision
Excellence in design education, enable sustainable endeavors for societal
well- being.

Our Mission
• Develop core competencies of design and professionalism to address societal 
   and environmental concerns.
• Enable experiential learning and community engagement to create inclusive 
   and sustainable design.
• Provide international platform for interdisciplinary learning and collaborative
   research.

Recognitions
• Council of Architecture (CoA), New Delhi
• University Grants Commission, New Delhi

Affiliations
Institutional Member, Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage
(INTACH), New Delhi

Accreditations
National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC)
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Preface
Dr. Deepika Shetty
Director
Manipal School of Architecture and Planning
Manipal Academy of Higher Education

Documentation Incharge
Repository Team & Faculties of all the Departments

Dissemination Incharge 
Prarthana Narendra Hosadurga
Assistant Professor 

There is a need for extensive documentation and dissemination of acquired 
knowledge, especially in the field of architecture and design. Manipal School of 
Architecture and Planning is taking its first step in this process by publishing 
‘Yearbook 2020’, consisting of the academic works of students that  have been 
developed from the pedagogy incorporated by the faculties of the institute. This 
publication outlines the teaching approaches adopted and maps the learning 
journey partaken by the students in achieving the end product thereby proceeding 
at fulfilling the requirement of the degree.  This book is the result of the efforts put 
in by the faculties and repository team in digitally documenting  and organising the 
large amount of students works. The book comprises of the academic conribution 
such as workshops, guest lectures, master classes along with academic work done 
in the year 2020. This publication not only serves as an archival material but also  
brings forth dialouges between academicians centered around architectural and 
design pedagogy. The publication has seen day of light due to the efforts put 
in by Assistant Professor - Prarthana Narendra Hosadurga, for her undertaking 
dedictaion in collection and compilation and providing the institute a mode for 
disseminaton of the work in terms of a publictaion.The efforts put in to publish this 
is in itself end congratulatory token of course outcomes.  
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This course would provide knowledge and essential skills required for understanding 
basic design in architecture profession. This course will equip students to develop 
the ability to understand the concepts of principles of design. The course will also 
prepare students with requisite knowledge and application of theories related to 
single user spaces. 

Architectural Design and 
Detailing I
Single User Space

Faculty:  Prof Amit Kinjawadekar

Student: Pragya Mital  I   203701110

Concept

Floor Plan

Isometric View Sketch

Views

Isometric View Sketch

Design of a simple space based 
on the principles of composition, 
aesthetics including five senses, 
functionality, anthropometrics, 
circulation, materiality. 

Building Components: Walls, 
Floors, Sub structures, Super 
structures

Spatial Components: Open, 
Closed, Semi-enclosed spaces
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To help the students to communicate through graphic language and also to 
understand geometrical construction, the basics of plane and solid geometry 
through graphical exercises of increasing complexity.

Architectural 
Representation I
Faculty:  Prof Ramaswamy

Student: Nivedya  I   203701178

Orthographic Projection Planes

Isometric Projections 
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Land Encroachment as a cause for the Chennai floods 2015 

The 2015 South India floods resulted from heavy rainfall generated by the annual 
northeast monsoon in November–December 2015. They affected the Coromandel 
Coast region of the South Indian states of Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. More 
than 500 people were killed, and over 1.8 million people were displaced. Despite 
these floods being classified as a natural disaster, the extent of devastation and 
the loss of lives and property could have been drastically reduced if not for man-
made reasons.

Environmental Science
Faculty:  Prof Tanya Verma
Student: Aruna

Causes: As Chennai developed into the 
metropolitan city it is today over the 
last century, it expanded into lands that 
were initially lakes and ponds. Areas like 
Adyar, Cooum, Velachery, Pallikaranai, 
Kancheepuram, etc., were originally 
freshwater rivers and lakes a little over 
a century ago. Now, most of these areas 
have been built over in the process of 
‘urbanization.’ Another reason is the 
inadequate drainage systems of the city. 
Most of the sewage layouts in the city 
were established during the colonial area. With the drastic increase in the city 
population and the number of residences and other public areas, the sewage and 
waste disposal systems at hand are simply not sufficient. Due to this, many parts 
of these water bodies have resorted to landfills and sewage dumps. 
Solutions: The land originally belonging to the water body must be reclaimed, and 
a new legislation should be urgently enacted to make encroachments on water 
bodies a cognizable offense. Recently, the Madurai Bench of Madras High Court 
directed the Government not to grant layout or building plan permission on lands 
located on water bodies. This is the first step amongst many to prevent such disasters 
in the future. Along with the reclamation of the land, proper sewage systems must 

be installed. It is known that Chennai faces 
acute water shortages almost every summer. 
And yet, most of the rainwater is wasted as 
runoff or is left to stagnate on the roads every 
monsoon. With proper rainwater harvesting 
systems installed citywide (and even state-
wide), two problems can be tackled at once- 
The rainwater will no longer flood the streets 
and can be stored in reservoirs to battle the 
water scarcity during the summers.

History, Theory and 
Criticism I
Faculty:  Prof Kailas M
Student: Shaurya Kumar  I  203701348 
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STRUCTURES-II

The objective of this course is to provide knowledge and 
essential skills required for analysing basic structural 
elements. The course prepared the students with requisite 
knowledge related to strength of materials which helps in 
selecting and understanding application of basic materials in 
architectural design. Outcomes expected were fundamentals 
of stress and strain concept, analysing and solving numerical 
problems for shear force and bending moment, concept of 
flitched beam, deflection and analysis of beams for various 
conditions, and classification of columns.

Faculty: Prof. Trupti Amit Kinjawadekar 
Student: Adithi k shenoy   I  193701014  

Strength of materials

Student

SFD and BMD

Deflection

Column analysis

Floor plans, sections, isometric view created in Autodesk Revit Photorealistic renders from unreal engine 

This course focuses on the knowledge and application of building information 
modelling softwares(BIM) along with other rendering softwares . Autodesk Revit 
which is a BIM software was taught with the use with Twin motion and Unreal engine 
from epic games for the specific aspect of 3d model rendering.

This course also gave guidance as to how to create customized parametric models and 
photorealistic renders in Revit. Furthermore, knowledge about developing 3D site 
model and building models was given which further helped us create plans, sections,
elevations and views along with structural detailing , 3d model exporter file and 3d 
model video making in softwares. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………..

Architectural Representation-III
(BIM)

Faculty: Amrutha Sree CN, Kailas M
Student: Karthigeyan M S I     193701356

Renders from Twin motion

Customized parametric models created in Autodesk Revit  
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
MATERIALS-2

APARTMENTAL WATER SUPPLY PROCESS

Our syllabus focused on supply, treatment and distribution of water in both building 
and community level, through practical case studies. We also learnt water tank size 
calculation, various sanitary fittings and exploring rain water collection solutions.

BUILDING SERVICES-1

POSTER ON RAINWATER HARVESTING SOLUTION COMMUNITY SUPPLY

Initially we made a catalogue of different types of timber and hardwares and actually 
visited construction stores to get a feel of the texture of the material. We then drafted 
the different architectural components where timber is actually used. Finally we 
ended the semester with a physical model of roof truss.

Faculty: Prof-Ahmad Mehdi Mirza
Student: Kaushiki Brahma Registration number- 193701042 

The semester focused on different types of timber and its practical uses in stairs, 
windows, doors, roof etc.

Faculty: Prof. – Shruti Rose Premnath
Student: Kaushiki Brahma  Registration number- 193701042 

Student Student
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Subject Title (24 gotham book 
Font)Template for theory 
subjects.

Brief of the project/ assignment to be filled in this space (12 fgotham book ont size). 
Keep it within 3 lines. 

For theory subject, you could include numerical, assignment, flowchart 
etc…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Faculty: Prof. Lucy Tage
Student: Shimogne D’Souza     I     183701106 

Brief of the project/ assignment to be filled in this space (12 gotham book font size). 
Keep it within 3 lines. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Faculty: Prof. Name (10 font size)
Student: Student name     I     Registration number 

Student Student

Styling Options

The Creative Fashion Elective taught us the basics of Fashion design. Our main project 
was designing, creating and styling a garment with the pattern of an oversized T-shirt 
and pant. The concept for my product was the very versatile “lazy pj’s”. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Creative Fashion Elective

Concept for Garment – “lazy pj’s”

Progressive 
Garment

Proposed Design Illustration

Styling option -1 

Styling option -2
CUTE UNI GIRL

LOOK

Styling option -3
THE DATE NIGHT

LOOK
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The effect of light and shadow in a scene and silhouetted figures within and the 

correlation with the surroundings 

In this elective we learnt about the different styles of compositions and rules applied 
In the field of photography. We were given assignments that allowed us to 
demonstrate and experiment in various different styles of a visual aesthetic 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Creative Photography (Elective)

The different perspectives of a frame and the impact 
Of color while shooting 

The composition of 
Human figures in a frame

Faculty: Poonam Rathore
Student: Sebastian Adit James   I    183701170 Student

The objective of the course is to impart knowledge and develop understanding about 
steel as a building material for the design and construction of steel structures, and 
also to acquaint with the construction practices pertaining to meta building 
components 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Structural and Construction Systems-V

Metal Frame And Roof Systems

Faculty: Prof. Akshatha Rao , Prof. Sriharsh Ashok Dixit
Student: Susan Simons     I     183701154

Susan Simons

Steel as a construction material
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Architectural Design and 
Detailing V
Faculty:  Prof Sarmistha Chatterjee

Student: Bhavna Choudhury  I   183701022

This course would provide knowledge and essential skills to understand the 
concepts of green buildings, credits and assessment systems and to develop 
design program towards sustainable development. The course will also prepare 
students with requisite knowledge to understand and analyse the best practices 
in sustainable and green buildings through case studies. This course will equip 
students to evaluate sustainable design from site planning to built form, indoor 
environment, Energy conservation and design optimisation and to represent all 
the principles and features of green building and sustainable techniques in design.
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Working Drawing I
Faculty:  Prof Shantanu Chitgopkar

Student: Vegesna Manvitha  I   183701088
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Project Management
Faculty:  Prof Arunabha Bandyopadhyay
Student: Vasundhara & Team 
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Master plan with ground floor plan South Elevation 

Multispecialty district hospital proposed on a 1.1-acre land in Ambagilu on the 
outskirts of Udupi. The site has two blocks, one being the main hospital block 
consisting of consultation rooms, emergency department, wards, laboratories, 
parking etc. and the other block consisting of residential stay quarters for the staff.
The concept involved in the construction of the hospital involving planetree principles 
for design which involved open spaces with large window openings in public areas 
and semi open areas for the patients with interactive spaces and the involvement of 
green spaces while designing.
A total of 150 beds were proposed in the hospital.

Architectural Design and
Detailing- VI

Faculty: Prof. Purushottam Kesar
Student: Riya Kulkarni     I     173701104

Student

Section 

Views

Form development on site

Concept development with 
planetree principles

Master plan with ground floor plan South Elevation 

Multispecialty district hospital proposed on a 1.1-acre land in Ambagilu on the 
outskirts of Udupi. The site has two blocks, one being the main hospital block 
consisting of consultation rooms, emergency department, wards, laboratories, 
parking etc. and the other block consisting of residential stay quarters for the staff.
The concept involved in the construction of the hospital involving planetree principles 
for design which involved open spaces with large window openings in public areas 
and semi open areas for the patients with interactive spaces and the involvement of 
green spaces while designing.
A total of 150 beds were proposed in the hospital.

Architectural Design and
Detailing- VI

Faculty: Prof. Purushottam Kesar
Student: Riya Kulkarni     I     173701104

Student

Section 

Views

Form development on site

Concept development with 
planetree principles
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Student

Plans at every floor

The set of drawings shown below are prepared for the construction and execution of
a staircase in a residential project, The drawings provide detailed dimensions, use of 
material and joinery details for the same. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Working Drawing & Detailing II

Working drawing full sheet: Staircase details Section through
staircase

Faculty: Prof. Shantanu Chitgopkar
Student: Shourya Keluskar     I     173701256 

Student

Compound wall detail

The set of drawings shown below are prepared for the construction and execution of 
site level building elements for a residential project, The drawings provide 
construction, joinery and layout details for a compound wall and pavement. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Working Drawing & Detailing II

Working drawing full sheet: Site details Paving details

Faculty: Prof. Shantanu Chitgopkar
Student: Shourya Keluskar     I     173701256

The course explores and investigates the aspects of a pre-fabricated construction
systems, from the various typologies, components, joineries and technical detailing,
to give insight into the workings and practical applications of such a construction
system.

Structural and Construction 
Systems VI

Faculty: Prof. Sanjana Shetty 
Student: Archana Sivaprakash    I     173701050 Student

Pre-fabricated Construction Systems

Hand-Drafted Details

Scaled Model Making Process Documentation 
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Principles of Housing and 
Economics

Fig1. Resources required in order to implement 
Incremental Housing

This course aims to provide knowledge on the various housing related schemes, issues, 
legislations, finance in India. Incremental Housing is defined as gradual step by step 
process in improving housing while maintaining low costs as resources are available. It 
aims to preserve the social network and localities. With government support, more safe 
legal dwellings would develop with tenure security. The government and households 
form a symbiotic relationship that provides resource that the other lacks. This provides 
an opportunity to regulate the informal urban development.

Faculty: Prof. Kumar Vyomkesh
Student: Gayathri Panikar I 173701022

Student

Resources 
Required

Land

Site 
Planning 

and 
Building 
Control 

Community 
Organizatio

n

Strategic 
Planning

Infrastructu
re Services

Finance

Microfinance is an evolved economic development approach intended to benefit low 
income population.  It refers to small scale financial services provided to owners of 
small or micro enterprises. It covers services including savings, insurance, finance 
literary training for the economically active poor. This helps poverty reduction. 

Fig3. Core House Model

Fig2. Housing Typologies
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Research Techniques

Aim:
To understand the role of resilience involved in building design for the future.

Objective:
• Case studies on already built or to be built designs
• Understanding the theory of resiliency
• Role of resilience in community level

Methodology:

Faculty: Prof. Prarthana Narendra
Student: Tanishka Mittal     I     173701280 

Student

Research papers, 
journal articles

Building level

Site level

How to achieve resilience

Conclusion : 
Resilient architecture is a broad aspect which is still new and thus new theories 
and technologies will keep coming up. Study of Climate change will directly be 
helpful to achieve resilience. On a building level, study of, nodes, circulation, 
natural disasters, local materials, construction techniques, people’s lifestyle and 
tradition is required. Awareness about resilient architecture should be spread to 
the public so that a larger population will be willing to convert their houses and 
offices into a resilient design.

The assignment aimed to explore the micro-narrative of the chosen site of the
Student Plaza within the MIT Campus to capture its essence through the lens of user
perspectives, spatial appropriation, etc., thus providing an insight into the vibrant
socio-cultural context of the space, and present the same in the form of an online
blog.

Spatial 
Narratives

Faculty: Prof. Sarmistha Chatterjee
Student: Archana Sivaprakash     I     173701050 Student

Snippets from the video documentation that envisions the Student Plaza as a “Warm 
Embrace” to the students of the campus
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Spatial Reconfiguration of KR Market 

The key identity of the famous KR market in Bangalore is primarily that of a vibrant
flower market. However, there is a threat being posed to this identity triggered by
inconsiderate planning strategies that revolve around completely removing the
encroachments, which is the key contributor to the bustling character of the space.

Hence, a design intervention that once again brings out the vibrancy of the market
into the foreground and imparts a positive connotation to the existing negative
perceptions of informal and unorganised street vending would lead the market on a
path to strengthening its resilience as an economic hub. The design exercise thus
aimed to envision KR Market as a resilient economic hub through inclusive planning
and sustainable infrastructure development to create a convivial visitor experience

Urban Context Studio 

Faculty: Prof. Purushottam Kesar
Student: Archana Sivaprakash    I     173701050

Student

Revitalization of an Urban Market

Market Views

Market Section

Market Site Profiling

Spatial Reconfiguration of KR Market 

The key identity of the famous KR market in Bangalore is primarily that of a vibrant
flower market. However, there is a threat being posed to this identity triggered by
inconsiderate planning strategies that revolve around completely removing the
encroachments, which is the key contributor to the bustling character of the space.

Hence, a design intervention that once again brings out the vibrancy of the market
into the foreground and imparts a positive connotation to the existing negative
perceptions of informal and unorganised street vending would lead the market on a
path to strengthening its resilience as an economic hub. The design exercise thus
aimed to envision KR Market as a resilient economic hub through inclusive planning
and sustainable infrastructure development to create a convivial visitor experience

Urban Context Studio 

Faculty: Prof. Purushottam Kesar
Student: Archana Sivaprakash    I     173701050

Student

Revitalization of an Urban Market

Market Views

Market Section

Market Site Profiling
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Thesis 1 - Inquiry

Potential of rammed earth as sustainable construction method -A study based 
on the city of Madurai
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Faculty: Prof.Prarthana Narendra
Student: Aneesha Muthuraj     I     173701078 

Aim
To understand the feasibility of building high rise mud buildings in the city of Madurai by focusing on organic 
stabilizer.

Objectives
1. To understand the limitations of rammed earth construction and explore solutions regarding the same.
2. To understand the physical properties of agricultural waste available.
3. To incorporate the waste as a stabilizer for mud in order to facilitate high rise structures (min 25m)
4. To understand people’s perception of mud architecture.

Research Process

Gap Identification            Literature Review            Soil study          Physical properties study of stabilizers 

Comparative study of stabilizersETAABS analysisSurveyData Analysis

Results

1. Software variation – 1 For the first variation using unstabilized mud and no reinforcements, the standard set of    
loads available on ETABS available for seismic zone -2 was applied. Based on the observation, the displacement 
was recorded at 360 mm at Y axis and 260 mm at X axis (Fig 1)

2. Software variation – 2 The same grid was then updated using 

the properties of stabilized mud and added steel columns and

beams. Based on the results obtained, a significant difference

could be observed. The displacement is recorded as 9mm at

Y axis and 2mm at x axis.( Fig 2)

3. Software variation – 3 For the second variation, the same grid is used but the 

thickness of the walls is increased to 600mm. The maximum displacement is recorded at 2mm in the y direction 
and less than 1.5mm at the x direction. (Fig 3). But noticeably the stress on the lower floors are higher due to an 
increase in the wall thickness.

4. Lack of awareness about mud construction, hence the general public is wary of 

switching from conventional building materials to mud. 

5. Even though there has been a high record in the number of people who are 

willing to switch to earthen architecture, there have been queries about the structural 

stability and comfort level of the same.

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3Conclusion
It can be concluded from the data collected from various experiments that there is substantial proof that 

agricultural waste such as bagasse fibre and bagasse ash can be used as an organic stabilizer/binder. 

Significant increase in compressive strength, water absorption rate, and erosion rate were observed. 

Feasibility studies were conducted in the form of case studies and steel reinforced rammed earth structures 

are explored. The case studies prove the feasibility of the construction of earthen high-rise structures. 
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To identify the different landscape elements of any open space in the vicinity. The open 
space chosen was the 55,000 square meters community park in the residential area of 
Jumeriah Lake Towers, Dubai, UAE.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Advanced Landscape Design

Axonometric View of the Park

Faculty: Prof. Ajit Chandrakant Madkaiker
Student: Sneha Roy Abraham     I     173701304 

4: Basketball Court

1: Children’s Play Area

2: Amphitheatre Ground

3: Fountain Area
Paving Surfaces Linkages – Steps and Ramps

Lighting Signage

Seating Dustbin

1
2

3

4

The assignment revolved around the designing of an acoustic treatment for the
chosen space of an office conference room by exploring various configurations of
materials and surface treatments to achieve the required acoustic conditions in terms
of sound pressure levels and reverberation time.

Advanced Acoustics and 
Illumination

Faculty: Prof. Amarnath Sharma
Student: Archana Sivaprakash     I     173701050 Student

Commonly used acoustic materials for 
the space and their NRC and STC/TL 

value noted in table

Manually enter the Dimensions of room 
to automatically calculate area.

Manually enter material NRC referring 
table to automatically calculate room 

sabins

Enter existing and required SPL values to 
calculate TL required for walls 

RT is automatically calculated based on 
pre-calculated room sabins and room 

volume

Process of creating an acoustic design solution

Acoustic design solution detail
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The given assignment was to analyze the building water supply service in commercial 
structures and to study about the type of system used and the components of the 
observed system in detail.  

Advanced Building Services

Summit Mall KidZania

Faculty: Prof. Satyaprakash Das
Student: Kabir Dole    I     173701310 Student

Summit USJ, Selangor, Malaysia
6 levels + 2 Basement Levels

Summit USJ, Selangor, Malaysia
6 levels + 2 Basement Levels

Water Supply system in Summit Mall Water Supply system in KidZania

Water Bulk MeterHydro pneumatic pumpsWater Suction Tanks
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Exploded views of roof, murals on walls ,exterior and interior views.

Faculty: Prof. Sonali Walimbe
Student: Venkatesh S N    I    163701004

Project is proposed in an area of 3 acres in the center of the city within the proximity
of the Chitradurga fort in Karnataka. The project consists of a museum and a cultural
center. The Museum consists of the display halls which are further divided into
permanent display and temporary display galleries. The Cultural center comprises of
an Exhibition hall for the artists to display their artwork and provisions to facilitate
dance classes, art classes with a common cafeteria. The project also consists of an
open-air theatre with 400 seating capacity.
Museum is based on the theme of history of the fort and native culture of Chitradurga.
Architecturally incorporated the elements inspired from the existing fort.

Thesis-II  Project – Museum and 
cultural centre at Chitradurga.

Masterplan at ground floor level. 

Site sections 

Concept and design development.

Student
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Student

Subject Title (24 gotham book 
Font)Template for theory 
subjects.

Building Heritage

“The desire to reach sky runs deep in our human psyche”. Tall buildings construction
has increased rapidly in metropolitan cities. The subject gives an overview of different
attributes of tall buildings, structural systems and forces, building services, socio
cultural and environmental concerns supported by a case study.

Tall Buildings.

With its sky-piercing spire, its
sleek, metallic ornament poking
out over the streetscape, and its
luxurious marble- and metal-
lined interiors.

Brief of the project/ assignment to be filled in this space (12 fgotham book ont size). 
Keep it within 3 lines. 

For theory subject, you could include numerical, assignment, flowchart 
etc…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Faculty: Prof. Trupti Amit Kinjawadekar
Student: Jane Maria Mendonca       I     163701192

Brief of the project/ assignment to be filled in this space (12 gotham book font size). 
Keep it within 3 lines. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Faculty: Prof. Name (10 font size)
Student: Student name     I     Registration number 

Student

Focal Point Transition Landmark

Case Study - Chicago's DeWitt-
Chestnut apartment building

Framed tube structural system

The Chrysler Building
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Installation Design

Designing of Sets for the University Cultural Fest, Utsav hosted at KMC Greens. 
Kaleidoscope as a design concept was proposed. Its pattern, colors and shapes
depict the diversity and capture the essence of the event. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Set Design

Faculty: Prof. Supriya K
Student: Shivangi Agarwal      I     163701138 Student

Pyramid Props with Lighting

K A L E I D O S C O P EEntrance Portal Design
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Faculty Co-ordination & Documentation Incharge :
Prof. Gouri Shenoy, Prof. Prarthana Narendra & 
Student Co-ordination Incharge: Vasundhara, Shriya & Student Council Thesis   
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